Critical spectral regions for vowel identification.
The first two formant frequencies (F1 and F2) are the cues important for vowel identification. In the categorization of the naturally spoken vowels, however, there are overlaps among the vowels in the F1 and F2 plane. The fundamental frequency (F0), the third formant frequency (F3) and the spectral envelope have been proposed as additional cues. In the present study, to investigate the spectral regions essential for the vowel identification, untrained subjects performed the forced-choice identification task in response to Japanese isolated vowels (/a, o, u, e, i/), in which some spectral regions were deleted. Minimum spectral regions needed for correct vowel identification were the two regions including F1 and F2 (the first and fourth in the quadrisected F1-F2 regions in Bark scale). This was true even when phonetically different vowels had a similar combination of F1 and F2 frequency components. F0 and F3 cues were not necessarily needed. It is concluded that the relative importance in the spectral region is not equivalent, but weighted on the two critical spectral regions. The auditory system may identify the vowels by analyzing the information of the spectral shapes and the formant frequencies (F1 and F2) in these critical spectral regions.